
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dear Parents, 
 
This week we have been learning: 
 
In Maths this week our Year 1 children have been working on the whole – part model, this is where there are three circles, two 
parts that join together to make the whole (the answer), we have been working on adding numbers up to twenty and taking 
away from twenty. 
Our Year 2 children have been looking at greater than, less than and equal too, they have understood the concept of it, but get 
a bit confused with the way the signs go, we have also been looking at finding the answer to two calculations, then working out 
which answer is greater than, less than or equal too. 
In English we have been creating our gadgets and began to write our very own information text about them, looking at the key 
features of an information text (title, sub-heading, introduction and pictures with labels).  
In handwriting we have continued to use cursive writing (superhero writing), but we have looked at joining the writing to form 
words, such as, fed, met, jet, and, ask. 
In topic we have looked into the history of Amy Johnson and why she was famous. 
 
Homework (handed out on a Friday and due in the following Wednesday) 
English: Can you describe an object in your house, or your favourite cartoon character, using adjectives in detail? 
Maths (Year 1): At the bottom of the newsletter. 
Maths (Year 2): Is in their plastic wallets. 
Spelling (Year 1): look, say, cover, check, write spellings – of, said, says, are, were. 
Spelling (Year 2): look, say, cover, check, write spellings – door, floor, poor, because, find. 
Talk Homework: How does food get from the farm to the shops? Do we say thank you enough for the food we are given? 
PE 
PE will be on a Wednesday each week.  Please ensure your child has the correct kit in school.  The wearing of jewellery, earring 
and ear-studs (metal or plastic) are not be permitted on safety grounds during PE lessons and other sporting activities such as 
out of hours school learning or competitive fixtures. 
 
Class Website 
To see what we will be learning about in class this year and other information such as PE kits etc, please visit our school website 
http://www.stannesroyton.oldham.sch.uk/ and navigate towards the Green Class tab.  Weekly newsletters are also archived here.  
There is also a calendar of events on the website.  If you do not have internet access or cannot use this website for any reason 
then please come and see me.  
 
Next week we will be learning: 
 
Maths (Year 1): We will be continuing to look and use the part – whole method and how to problem solve and reason using 
this technique. 
Maths (Year 2): We will be looking at greater than, less than and equal too in different ways. 
English: We will continue to use adjectives to describe our gadgets in our information text. 
Science: Everyday materials, we will be looking at what objects sink and float and reasons as to why? 
RE: Why was Jesus special? 
PSHE: Zippy’s friends. 
 
 
If you have anything you need to speak to me about or any issues at all then please feel free to make an 
appointment with the office to come and see me any morning or night after school or give me a call at these 
times.  Our door is always open so if you want to see the work your child has been doing then feel free to make 
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an appointment to pop in. 
 
Mr Cunningham, Mrs Slattery, Mrs Yaw and Mrs Russell 
 
Year 1 Maths: 
 

 
 
 

 


